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SUMMARY

Introduction

 The manipulation of sports events for the purpose of gambling is not a 
new phenomenon. What has changed is that the crime is a truly global 
issue.

 In our experience most of the investigations eventually lead to Asia which 
is certainly where many Internet sites are based as are many of those 
gambling.

 This apparent rise in the manipulation of sports events can therefore be 
explained by globalisation but also by the fact that culturally gambling is a 
very major part of life in Asia.

 A group of EU Member States have ongoing investigations into organised 
crime related to money laundering and gambling and it was considered 
that the most appropriate way of doing so was through a Joint 
Investigation Team (JIT).

 A Joint Investigation Team (JIT) is an investigation team set up for a set 
period, based on an agreement between two or more EU Member States 
and/or competent authorities, for a specific purpose.

 Thus far it can be concluded that sophisticated OC structures are involved. 
The crime concerns the laundering of the proceeds of crime through the 
use of Internet betting on football matches.

 In general it can be considered that this form of crime is attractive to 
serious criminals as the rewards can be enormous and the risks 
comparatively little.

 Outside of the JIT, in Italy 17 arrests were made in December 2011. 
Several of those arrested were current and ex players including former 
Italian international players. Of particular note was the International 
Arrest Warrant that was issued by Italy against a major match fixer in 
Singapore.

 A major positive of the recent successful and ongoing investigations has 
been a much greater awareness of the issue.

 Northern European football leagues are particularly attractive for match 
fixers for two main reasons. They are cheaper to fix as the salaries are 
lower and they take place during the summer when other European 
leagues are having a break.

 UEFA are taking the issue extremely seriously and have appointed 
integrity officers within each Football Federation. A zero tolerance 
approach is not particularly constructive as this only creates a climate of 
fear amongst the sportsmen and women and less cooperation.

Conclusion
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